
Monday, March 30th, 2020
Extra Math/Language Activities:  Choose any of these to 
do and have FUN!!  These are just ideas if you need some 
extra learning activities.   :)!
!
*Sort your socks.!
How did you sort them?!
Example~By color, size, etc. !
!
*Make a pattern with jelly beans. (or any small item that 
you choose)!
Have them describe their pattern to you. !
~Example-Green, green, purple repeat green, green, 
purple   (They might even call that an A AB pattern AAB 
pattern.)  !
OR !
*Count a small bowl of jelly beans. How many are there? 
See if you can find the number to tell me how many you 
counted. (Write out 2 or 3 number choices on a piece of 
paper and they select the correct number.) They could 
even write the numeral themselves if they know how.  :)!
!
*Go on an Alphabet Hunt inside your house. When you 
see that letter cross it off on your list. (You can either write 
the upper-case letter list  for them or they can try to write 
this list themselves.)   :)  You could time them for FUN and 
tell them how long it took them. !
*Go on a shape hunt in your house or outside (if the 
weather permits) Draw the shapes that you find. !
~Can you name the shapes that you found and drew?!

Alphabet Scavenger Hunt
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They can even try to sound out and write the names of 
some of the shapes. !
!
*Create flat shapes with toothpicks or pretzel sticks.  Can 
you try to write the number for how many sides each 
shape has? !
!
*Roll two dice. Count the dots on each die. Which die has 
more dots? !
Now, count the dots altogether on both of them. What is 
the total number of dots? !
~You could write out the equation and they could copy it IF 
they are interested in doing that. :)  3+3=6  **You or a 
sibling could do this outside with them using chalk if it is a 
nice day.   :)


